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Highlights

• Modelling of the Gauss curvature of PAHs

• Given the number of 5- and 6-member rings in a PAH, the Gauss-Bonnet theorem
can be used to estimate the average Gauss curvature (or radius of curvature) of the
PAH, independent of where the 5-member ring is embedded within the PAH

Abstract

A detailed population balance model, which includes the kinetic Monte Carlo-
aromatic site (KMC-ARS) model for detailed polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)
growth, is used to compute the Gauss curvature of PAHs in laminar premixed ethy-
lene and benzene flames. Previous studies have found that capping of an embedded
5-member ring causes curvature in graphene edges. In this work, a capping process
is added to the KMC-ARS model with the rate coefficient of the capping reaction
taken from the work of You et al. [Proc. Combust. Inst., 33:685–692, 2011]. We
demonstrate that the Gauss-Bonnet theorem can be used to derive a correlation be-
tween the number of 5- and 6-member rings in a PAH and its Gauss curvature (or
radius of curvature), independent of where the 5-member ring is embedded within
the PAH structure. Numerical simulation yields satisfactory results when compared
to the experimentally determined Gauss curvature reported in the literature. Com-
puted and experimental fringe length distributions are also compared and the results
suggest that PAHs smaller than the size required for inception are able to condense
onto particles.
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1 Introduction

The buckminsterfullerene (C60) was first discovered during the condensation of carbon
vapour after the laser bombardment of graphite [29]; subsequently, C60 and other fullerenes
were discovered in flames [25]. Fullerenes are a class of 3-D closed shells which contain
exactly 12 pentagons. Their shape and size depends on the arrangement of pentagons as
well as the number of hexagons. One can also consider them to be 2-D as the carbon atoms
only form a molecular sheet [27]. Sheets containing less than 12 pentagons are open shells
with the limiting case being a flat sheet. In a comment on the role of fullerenes in soot for-
mation in flames, Frenklach and Ebert [19] argue that polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) can curve through the incorporation of 5-member rings and can grow through se-
quential buildup of benzene and acenaphthylene to form fullerenes. They further argue
that partially closed carbon clusters may collide and stick together while open shells con-
tinue to grow forming layers around the adducts; an explanation that is consistent with
experimental high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images of soot
collected from flames which show multiple centres surrounded by concentric circles (see,
e.g., ref. [3, 8, 9, 26, 44]). Quantitative measurements of these sheet-like PAHs otherwise
referred to as lattice fringes have been made including measurements such as the fringe
length, interlayer spacing and, more rarely, radius of curvature [3, 26].

To model the 3-D evolution of PAH structures in different flame environments, Violi
et al. [48, 50, 51] employ a fully-coupled kinetic Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics (KMC-
MD) code which has a detailed PAH growth mechanism. Frenklach and co-workers [56,
57, 61] use a similar model which includes many more reactions creating 5- and 6-member
complexes and more recently has been extended to include oxidation reactions [42]. How-
ever, these simulations are computationally very expensive. Therefore, these simula-
tions are limited to the tracking of a single, non-interacting PAH; whereas experimental
HRTEMs show that soot particles are made up of multiple layers of stacked PAHs. Kraft
and co-workers employ a detailed population balance model [12] which is solved using a
stochastic numerical method [5]. The model describes particles as aggregates composed
of primary particles which are in turn composed of individual PAHs, thus containing in-
formation on particle size, morphology, and the internal structure of the particles. These
particles undergo coagulation, sintering and particle rounding due to condensation and
surface growth. This is the PAH-primary particle (PAH-PP) model [40]. The KMC-
aromatic site (KMC-ARS) model tracks each of the PAHs in the particles which evolve
according to a list of jump processes [33, 34] which make use of the steady-state as-
sumption [21] for all intermediate species to reduce the computational expense of the
simulations. This particular modelling approach has been use to simulate soot formation
in laminar flames (see, e.g., ref. [5, 12, 40, 59, 60]) and engines (see, e.g., ref. [31]). The
KMC-ARS model is unable to predict curvature because it does not allow the incorpo-
ration of 5-member rings and it only tracks the coordinates of the carbon atoms which
describes the edge of the PAH. But the Gauss-Bonnet theorem [7, 24] which relates the
integral of the Gauss curvature over a compact surface, i.e. its total Gauss curvature, with
an integer naturally associated to it, i.e. its Euler characteristic, may be of help to us.

The purpose of this paper is to extend the PAH-PP/KMC-ARS model such that we can
not only track PAHs but also allow the inclusion of 5-member rings and to track the as-
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Table 1: Flame conditions

Unburned gas compositiona Equivalence Linear velocityb Maximum flame Burner temperaturec

Flame C2H4 C6H6 O2 N2 ratio (cm/s) temperature, Tm (K) (K)
A 0.444 0.556 2.4 4 1723 333
B 0.053 0.199 0.748 2.0 3 1713 333

a Mole fractions.
b Under the STP conditions.
c Water-cooled burner.

sociated change in curvature using the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. Computed fringe length
distributions are also compared with experimental measurements [3]. As fringe length is
thought to be related to PAH size, these comparisons allows us to investigate the minimum
PAH sizes required for inception and condensation which may be different. The influence
of different fuels is also briefly studied. First, the flame chemistry and structure are com-
puted using a steady-state burner-stabilised premixed laminar flame code. Second, the
particle dynamics is solved using a detailed population balance model where the PAH
growth mechanism is extended to allow for the incorporation of 5-member rings which
leads to PAH curvature.

2 Computational method

The computational method consists of two parts. In the first part, species profiles are com-
puted using a modified version of PREMIX [28], including calculation of the source terms
by the method of moments with interpolative closure (MOMIC) using the code published
by Revzan et al. [35]. The experimental temperature profile [15, 38] is imposed. The ABF
mechanism, which includes combustion chemistry and the formation and growth path-
ways of PAHs up to pyrene, and species thermodynamics and transport properties [4, 53]
are supplied as input. Note that the ABF mechanism includes the mechanism for ben-
zene combustion. The transport equations of the moments of the particle size distribution
(PSD) are solved to account approximately for the production and consumption of key
gas-phase species due to inception, condensation, surface growth and oxidation. A to-
tal of six moments, including the zeroth moment, are solved using MOMIC to close the
moment transport equations. In the second part, a detailed population balance model is
applied as a post-processing step where the imposed temperature and computed species
profiles from PREMIX are supplied as input.

We investigate two different flames and the flame conditions are summarised in Table 1.
These are atmospheric pressure sooting flames where the main difference is that Flame A [15]
is an ethylene flame (φ = 2.4) while Flame B [38] is a benzene flame (φ = 2.0). PRE-
MIX simulations are performed using windward differencing and considering multicom-
ponent transport and thermal diffusion. About 150 grid points are found to be sufficient
for convergence.
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3 Detailed population balance model

A detailed population balance model [12] is used to model soot formation by postpro-
cessing the PREMIX simulations of the burner-stabilized laminar premixed flame. The
growth of PAH species within the model is described by a kinetic Monte Carlo-aromatic
site (KMC-ARS) model [33], starting from pyrene. The dynamics of the soot particle pop-
ulation are described by the Smoluchowski coagulation equation with additional terms for
particle inception, condensation, sintering and surface growth. A brief description of the
most important aspects of the particle model is given below. Further details may be found
elsewhere [12, 33, 40, 60].

In the model, soot particles are represented as aggregates composed of primary particles,
where each primary particle is composed of a number of PAHs. A primary particle is
represented as a set of two or more PAHs. An aggregate is represented as a set of two
or more primary particles. Each aggregate stores a list of neighbouring primary particles
and resolves the common surface area between each pair of neighbours, where each pair
of neighbours can be in point contact, can be fully sintered or can be anywhere in be-
tween [40]. This is the PAH-primary particle (PAH-PP) model [40]. The edge of each
PAH is described by a list of contiguous site types [33]. These elementary sites include
free-edge, zig-zag, armchair and bay sites [11, 18]. This representation allows the exact
structure of each individual PAH to be resolved. This is the KMC-ARS model [33] and
both models are solved by the kinetic Monte Carlo method. First the rates of inception,
coagulation and condensation are calculated, and a particle pair is selected stochastically.
The KMC-ARS model which is composed of 21 jump processes [60]—where interme-
diate species are assumed to be in steady state [21]—that describes the growth of PAHs,
iterates through each PAH in the selected particle pair, calculates the total rate of these
jump processes, and again selects a jump process stochastically. Note that the growth of
PAHs in the gas phase and in particles are fully coupled [12]. Finally, once all the PAHs
in each particle are updated, sintering and subsequently the chosen particle process are
performed.

There are many parameters in the model, but the key parameters we investigate in this
work are given in Table 2. Ranges within which these parameters are expected to vary
and the initial values chosen for the base case simulations are shown. These are the same
parameter values as in ref. [60] with the exception of the critical number of PAHs in a
primary particle before the growth factor is applied, ncrit. The growth factor, g, is intended
to account for the possibility that PAHs in large primary particles grow more slowly than
PAHs in the gas phase. Totton et al. [45] showed that the average stack size for clusters
of coronene molecules is around 4. Since reactions take place on the edge of a molecule
and the edges of PAHs in stacks are exposed to the chemical environment, we assume that
PAHs in stacks of up to 4 PAHs grow at the same rate as PAHs in the gas phase.

Whitesides and Frenklach [56] presented a detailed KMC-MD model of graphene-edge
growth with a total of 42 surface transformations. One of the most interesting among
them is capping which is the addition of acetylene to an embedded 5-member ring which
causes a PAH to curve [23]:
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Table 2: Model parameters in detailed population balance model.

Parameter Range Value
1) Minimum number of 6-member - 16

aromatic rings in a PAH for
inception

2) Minimum number of 6-member - 16
aromatic rings in a PAH for
condensation

3) Minimum number of 6-member - 16
aromatic rings in a PAH in a
particle (nPAHs ≥ ncrit) below
which it is removed

4) Soot density, ρ 1 g cm−3 ≤ ρ ≤ 2 g cm−3 1.88 g cm−3

5) Smoothing factor, σ 0≤ σ ≤ 2 1.69
6) Growth factor, g 0≤ g≤ 1 0.0263
7) Critical number of PAHs in a ≥ 2 4

primary particle before the
growth factor is applied, ncrit

8) Sintering model:
- As - 1.1×10−14 s m−1

- Es 1.8×104 K≤ Es ≤ 1.8×105 K 9.61×104 K
- dpri,crit 1 nm≤ dpri,crit ≤ 5 nm 1.58 nm

C2H2

(-H)
(1)

In this paper, hydrogen abstraction and the subsequent capping are represented as a jump
process and is added to the KMC-ARS model. A complete list of jump processes, their
steady-state rate expressions and the corresponding elementary reaction rate coefficients
in the KMC-ARS model are given in the Supplementary material (Tables S1 and S2). The
rate coefficient of reaction 1 is taken from the work of You et al. [61] who derived the
coefficient using quantum-chemical calculations and reaction rate analysis. The coeffi-
cient has an order-of-magnitude accuracy. This coefficient is essential to predicting the
capping of an embedded 5-member ring. We find that a rate coefficient estimated based
on an analogous acetylene addition and cyclisation on a zig-zag site [23, 58] is about two
orders of magnitude lower resulting in embedded 5-member rings migrating to adjacent
zig-zag sites (jump process S17) and subsequently desorbing (jump process S6) instead
of being capped.

By describing the edge of each PAH through a list of site types alone, curved PAHs can
be accommodated within the KMC-ARS model. However, updating the structure of the
PAH depends on whether any “bridges” are present. The simplest example of a bridge
is the C–C bond that joins two benzene rings in a biphenyl molecule. At this stage, we
are unable to determine on-the-fly the location of any bridges from a list of site types
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alone. Therefore, we exclude jump processes which create bridges, i.e., phenyl addition
and armchair oxidation by O2 and OH. Before the inclusion of reaction 1, phenyl addition
constitutes less than 4 % of the total number of jump processes.

4 Curvature

As the KMC-ARS model gives us the number of capped 5-member rings we need to
develop a theory which allows us to calculate the curvature of the PAH surface if we
want to compare the molecular structure of the soot particles with measured data. The
Gauss-Bonnet theorem relates the curvature of a surface to its Euler characteristic, which
is a number that describes the structure of a PAH in terms of vertices, edges and faces.
Given the number of 5- and 6-member rings in a PAH, we demonstrate how this theorem
can be used to estimate the average Gauss curvature (or radius of curvature) of the PAH,
independent of where the 5-member ring is embedded within the PAH.

Consider a PAH molecule comprising P pentagons and H hexagons. Associate with each
interior atom a curvature κPPP, κPPH , κPHH or κHHH depending on whether the atom is
part of three pentagons, two pentagons and a hexagon, one pentagon and two hexagons,
or three hexagons. The probabilities that an interior point selected at random will be each
of these types are:

PPPP = F(3); PPPH = F(2); PPHH = F(1); PHHH = F(0); (2)

where F is the hypergeometric distribution

F(p) =

(P
p

)( H
3−p

)(P+H
3

) , (3)

parameterised by p which is the number of pentagons an interior atom is part of. As a
rule of thumb the hypergeometric distribution should be considered when the sample size
(= 3) is larger than approximately 10 % of the population [10], or 30 aromatic rings or
less. Now assign the average Gauss curvature of the PAH molecule to be

K̄ = κPPPPPPP +κPPHPPPH +κPHHPPHH +κHHHPHHH . (4)

When P = 0 the molecule is flat and hence κHHH = 0. The Gauss curvature is defined
to be

K = κ1κ2 = (R1R2)
−1, (5)

where κ1 and κ2 are the principal curvatures, and R1 and R2 are the principal radii of
curvature. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of principal curvatures and radii of curvatures
at a given point along a surface. X1 and X2 are unit vectors tangent to the surface pointing
in the direction along which the maximum and minimum curvatures κ1 and κ2 are found,
hence, the name principal curvatures. The inverse of these curvatures are the principal
radii of curvature and can be understood as the radius of a circle that best approximates the
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Figure 1: The Gauss curvature is defined as the product of the two principal curvatures κ1

and κ2 at any given point along a surface. X1 and X2 are unit vectors tangent to
the surface along which the maximum and minimum curvatures are found and
N is the unit vector normal to the surface. Used with permission [16].

curve at that point. N is the unit vector normal to the surface. We will require that Eq. (4)
holds for three arrangements of pentagons and hexagons that allow us easy computation
of the average Gauss curvature. The Gauss-Bonnet theorem for a closed surface is:

2πχ =
∫

M
K dS = K̄

∫
M

dS = K̄S, (6)

where χ is the Euler characteristic, M is any two-dimensional Riemannian manifold, dS
is the area element of the surface and S is the total surface area. We will apply this when
M is a closed surface and χ = 2 (for a topological sphere). In particular we will consider
the dodecahedrane, the buckminsterfullerene and the rugbyballene which consist of 20,
60 and 70 carbon atoms respectively as shown in Fig. 2. Let our hexagons and pentagons

C20 C60 C70

Figure 2: Various closed surfaces which display a range of curvatures.

have side length a (= 1.395 Å, the length of an aromatic C–C bond [21]), then the areas
of the pentagon and hexagon are

AP =
1
4
(
5(5+2×51/2)

)1/2
a2 and AH =

3×31/2

2
a2. (7)

For the dodecahedrane P = 12 and H = 0, so that K̄ = κPPP and from the Gauss-Bonnet
theorem we have

κPPP = π/(3AP). (8)

Combining the results for the buckminsterfullerene (P = 12 and H = 20) and rugbybal-
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lene (P = 12, H = 25) we get

κPPH =
992π

55(3AP +5AH)
− 19684π

275(12AP +25AH)
− 22π

225AP
, (9)

κPHH =
11π

450AP
− 124π

15(3AP +5AH)
+

1036π

25(12AP +25AH)
. (10)

In summary, given the number of 5- and 6-member rings in a PAH, Eqs. (2–4, 7–10) can
be used to estimate the average Gauss curvature of each PAH. Assuming that points on the
surface are locally spherical (umbilical points), the principal radii of curvature are equal
(K = K̄) and Eq. (5) can be used to estimate the radius of curvature as Rc = K̄−1/2.

5 Results and discussion

The computed structure of flame A is shown in the left column of Fig. 3. It is qualitatively
similar to other laminar premixed ethylene flames modelled using a similar gas-phase
chemical mechanism [55]. Soot volume fraction measurements show that soot first ap-
pears at a height above the burner, H, of around 0.2 cm [15]. This is consistent with the
location where fuel and oxidiser are predicted to disappear and where there is a sharp
increase in the PAH concentrations. We see a rise-then-fall in the profile of pyrene be-
cause of its consumption from particle inception and condensation on soot surfaces. Also
shown in Fig. 3 (right column) is the computed structure of flame B. There are two differ-
ences which are important for reasons which will be discussed later. First, the maximum
temperature, Tm, is 10 K lower than that measured for flame A at 1713 K. Second, the
concentration of the C2H2 growth species is about an order-of-magnitude lower which
is expected because the benzene fuel has to be oxidised to form C2H2 whereas only one
hydrogen molecule has to be removed from ethylene [6]. Therefore, we would expect
surface growth to be slower in flame B than in flame A. However, we expect soot to be
formed more easily in flame B, despite the lower equivalence ratio, because formation of
the first aromatic ring is considered to be the first step towards the formation of soot [20].

HRTEM images were collected at several heights above the burner of both flames A and
B [3]. Fringe analysis was performed on these images and the radius of curvature was
then extracted from the fringes [3]. A limitation of radius of curvature, Rc, is that it is
unbounded: Rc is infinite for a planar PAH; whereas Gauss curvature, K, is bounded be-
tween 0 for a planar PAH and around 31 nm−2 for a dodecahedrane, the smallest possible
fullerene. For this reason, a comparison between experimental and computed average
Gauss curvature for flames A and B is made in Fig. 4. (Equation (5) is used to convert
the experimental radius of curvature to Gauss curvature.) The Gauss curvature of a do-
decahedrane and the well-known buckminsterfullerene (K~9 nm−2) are also shown. Ex-
perimentally, the average radius of curvature necessarily excludes “nearly” straight PAHs
which would skew the average towards the straight PAHs. Therefore, the Gauss curva-
ture is calculated as an average across PAHs in particles where at least one 5-member
ring has been embedded and subsequently capped. Numerical simulation yields satisfac-
tory results when compared to the experimentally determined Gauss curvature, in fact,
the average Gauss curvature between the two flames are similar as will be discussed later.
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Figure 3: Computed mole fraction profiles of the major gas-phase species and selected
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the temperature measured by a silica-coated fine wire 25 µm Pt/Pt–13%Rh
thermocouple (flame A [15] and flame B [38]).
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bution. The horizontal lines represent the Gauss curvature of a dodecahedrane
(K~31 nm−2) and buckminsterfullerene (K~9 nm−2).

For these simulations we assume that only PAHs with 16 or more aromatic rings are able
to stick because, in previous work [60], it provided the best fit against optical band gap
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derived from extinction measurements [1]. (Optical band gap can be correlated with the
number of aromatic rings in PAHs [37].) We find that assuming pyrene dimerisation as
the inception step results in no curved PAHs because PAHs do not have sufficient time
to grow and incorporate 5-member rings before they form a particle where growth is es-
sentially frozen (growth factor, g = 0.0263). Note that the approach used in this work
to compute Gauss curvature is valid even for the very flat molecules that are observed
because as long as the number of pentagons and hexagons is approximately less than 30,
a very flat molecule would have a correspondingly small Gauss curvature.

To better understand the computed Gauss curvature results, the underlying raw data should
be informative. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the number of embedded 5-member
rings which are capped in PAHs in soot for flame A at H = 13 mm (top panel) and for
flame B at H = 11 mm (bottom panel). Note that the length of the bars in each pattern
represents the number of embedded 5-member rings which are capped as opposed to the
number of PAHs. Both distributions show that there is a large concentration around PAHs
which contain 16 6-member aromatic rings—a direct result of the inception/condensation
threshold chosen (see parameters 1 and 2 in Table 2)—which explains why the average
Gauss curvature in Fig. 3 for flames A and B are similar. Due to the higher temperature
and concentration of the C2H2 growth species in flame A as compared to flame B, PAHs
in flame A tend to be larger and incorporate up to three 5-member rings.

As an independent means of assessing the model’s ability to predict curvature, we opti-
mise the structures of two representative PAHs predicted by the model in a post-analysis
step and make a qualitative comparison with their respective Gauss curvatures. Geometry
optimisation is performed using the MM2 [2] minimisation tool in Chem3D 15.1 [43].
While the MM3 potential is known to predict equilibrium bond lengths for fullerenes
significantly better than MM2 [32], the optimisation is only performed for illustrative
purposes therefore MM2 is deemed to be sufficient for these purposes. By tracking the
evolution of the list of site types which describes the edge of each PAH as it undergoes
surface growth, we are able to determine the exact structure of both PAHs. Figure 6 shows
the most curved structure for flames A and B and the corresponding Gauss curvatures are
3.41 nm−2 (16 hexagons and 3 pentagons) and 2.36 nm−2 (16 hexagons and 2 pentagons).
The structure from flame A has a higher Gauss curvature and its optimised structure does
indeed look more curved than the structure from flame B, which provides some reassur-
ance of the validity of the model.

A final note should be made about the Gauss curvature correlation derived in Section 4.
The correlation is based upon the interpolation of the curvatures of different fullerenes.
(At any point along the surface of a fullerene it has a non-negative curvature.) Therefore,
implicit in the application of the correlation is the assumption that the PAH structure is
either flat or bends in the same direction. Evidence of negative curvature (a saddle point
or imagine a pringle-like surface) has occasionally been observed, for example, at the
transition between conical and tubular sections of soot collected from a laminar benzene
premixed flame [26] and is attributed to the presence of 7-member aromatic rings [30].
However, the structures identified within soot particles using HRTEM are either nearly
straight or exhibit a positive overall curvature [3]. Application of the Gauss curvature
correlation to the PAH structures predicted by the KMC-ARS model is also consistent
because the KMC-ARS model only allows for the formation of 5- and 6-member aromatic
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rings.

Figure 5: The number of embedded 5-member rings capped within PAHs in particles,
sorted by the number of 6-member rings in the PAH, for flame A at H = 13 mm
(top panel) and for flame B at H = 11 mm (bottom panel). The length of the
bars in each pattern represents the number of embedded 5-member rings which
are capped. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Flame A Flame B

Figure 6: Representative structures predicted by the model and optimised using Chem3D
15.1 [43].

Fringe length distributions are useful as they have been used to provide insight to the
molecules that are available for particle nucleation and surface growth [44]. Figure 7
(left column) shows experimental fringe length distributions at two heights above burner
representing nascent and mature soot for flames A and B. It was initially surprising that the
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Figure 7: Comparison of experimental [3] (left column) and computed (right column)
fringe length distributions at two heights above the burner representing nascent
(unfilled) and mature (filled) soot for flames A (top row) and B (bottom row).
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distributions are relatively independent of fuel and maturity of the soot particles; however,
similar results were found by Botero et al. [9], albeit for a laminar diffusion flame, where
the average fringe length measured across a range of fuels and positions in the flame were
practically indistinguishable.

Also shown in Fig. 7 (right column) are the computed fringe length distributions for planar
PAHs, that is, before the inclusion of reaction 1. This approximation is made because
it is not clear how a representative length can be easily extracted from a curved PAH;
however, the majority of the computed PAHs are either flat or, as shown in Fig. 4, just
slightly curved. We estimate the fringe length of each PAH structure as the arithmetic
mean of its length and width [3]. There is a qualitative agreement between model and
experiment where larger fringes are present in increasingly smaller quantities, but—more
importantly—the distributions appear to relatively independent of fuel or height which is
observed experimentally. Quantitatively, however, the distributions differ notably. The
smallest predicted fringe length is about 1.1 nm which corresponds to a PAH with 16
aromatic rings; it is assumed that only PAHs with 16 or more aromatic rings are able
to incept or condense. Experimentally, all fringes larger than the size of one aromatic
ring are considered [3]; therefore, the experimental distributions begin at about 0.3 nm.
One of the steps in fringe analysis is establishing a minimum fringe length to rule out
artifacts [47]. This is usually set at the size of benzene [3] or pyrene [47].

Are fringes the size of pyrene, or even benzene, physically reasonable? There have been
a number of studies investigating theoretical aspects of PAH dimerisation as the initial
step to particle nucleation. Sabbah et al. [39] found that the equilibrium of pyrene dimeri-
sation strongly favours the dissociation of the dimer at high temperature and that much
larger PAHs, PAHs the size of circumcoronene, are required to be able to play a role in
nucleation [13, 14, 46, 52]. A key assumption made, however, is that dimerisation is gov-
erned by equilibrium kinetics. The next question that follows is are PAHs smaller than the
size required for inception able to condense onto a particle? Laser microprobe mass spec-
trometry of nascent soot particles collected from a laminar ethene diffusion flame shows
that masses the size of pyrene are present in significant quantities [17]. Schuetz and
Frenklach [41] studied the non-equilibrium dynamics of binary collisions between pyrene
molecules and found that development of internal rotors are sufficient to stabilise a pyrene
dimer long enough to grow in size due to chemical reactions. While it is argued [52] that
it is unclear whether a dimer is able to survive collision with gas phase molecules as most
of these collisions are non-reactive, this hypothesis is plausible for the condensation of a
pyrene molecule onto a larger, more stable PAH cluster [13, 14]. In order to reconcile ex-
perimental and computed soot volume fraction in a opposed-jet ethylene diffusion flame,
Wang et al. [54] argued that aromatic species such as benzene and naphthalene may con-
dense readily onto the soot surface. We test the hypothesis that PAHs smaller than the
PAH size required for inception (16 rings) are able to condense onto a particle. Figure 8
shows the computed fringe length distribution for flame A at H = 13 mm for the base case
and when the condensation threshold is lowered to 4 rings which goes some way towards
reconciling the discrepancy with the experiments. The results for flame B are similar and
a condensation threshold of 4 rings is chosen because pyrene is the gas-phase transfer
species. The results suggest that species as small as pyrene could condense successfully
onto a particle.
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Figure 8: Sensitivity of the computed fringe length distributions to the condensation
threshold for flame A at H = 13 mm.

6 Conclusions

A detailed population balance model, which includes the kinetic Monte Carlo-aromatic
site (KMC-ARS) model for detailed polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) growth, is
used to compute the Gauss curvature of PAHs in laminar premixed ethylene and ben-
zene flames. We demonstrate that the Gauss-Bonnet theorem can be used to predict the
Gauss curvature of PAHs in soot. The theorem is used to derive a correlation between
the number of 5- and 6-member rings in a PAH and its Gauss curvature, independent of
where the 5-member ring is embedded within the PAH structure. As a proof of concept, a
single-step transformation which caps embedded 5-member rings in a PAH is added to the
KMC-ARS model with the rate coefficient of the capping reaction taken from literature.
Alternative pathways will be added in future. To accommodate the modelling of curved
PAHs, we describe the edge of each PAH through a list of site types alone. There is a satis-
factory agreement between the simulated and experimentally determined Gauss curvature
reported in the literature. While the average Gauss curvature between the ethylene and
benzene flames are similar, the model predicts that larger curved PAHs which incorporate
more 5-member rings are formed in the ethylene flame. This may be explained by the
higher temperature and computed concentration of the C2H2 growth species in the ethy-
lene flame as compared with the benzene flame. Since the model resolves the structure of
each PAH, we can extract a characteristic length from each PAH which can be compared
with experimental fringe length distributions. It is found that assuming that only PAHs
with 16 or more aromatic rings are able to dimerise or condense onto a particle leads to
an overestimation of the smallest fringe length. Lowering the condensation threshold to
pyrene improves the agreement with the experimental measurements. The results suggest
that PAHs smaller than the size required for inception are able to condense onto particles.
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A Supplementary material

Table S1: Elementary reaction rate coefficients at atmospheric pressure

k = AT n exp(−E/RT )a

No. Reactionsb A n E References
Hydrogen abstraction from, and addition to, free-edges, zig-zags, armchairs and bays

1 Cs−H+H 
 C •s +H2 4.20×1013 13.0 [4]
-1a C •s +H2→ Cs +H 3.90×1012 11.0 [35]
-1b C •s +H2→ Cs +H 5.53×1012 11.83 [56]

2 Cs +H 
 C •s +H2 9.24×107 1.50 9.646 [33]
-2 C •s +H2→ Cs +H 9.60×104 1.96 9.021 [33]
3 Cs−H+H 
 C •s +H2 7.25×107 1.76 9.69 [49]
4 Cs−H+H 
 C •s +H2 1.74×108 1.74 9.37 [49]
5 Cs−H+H 
 C •s +H2 7.81×107 1.772 10.33 [34]
6 C •s +H→ Cs 2.00×1013 0 [4]
7 CsR6H•→ CsR6+H 1.23×1010 1.41 85.2 [49]
8 Cs−H+OH 
 C •s +H2O 1.00×1010 0.734 1.43 [4]

-8 C •s +H2O→ Cs−H+OH 3.68×108 1.139 17.1 [35]
Hydrogen abstraction from, and addition to, 5-member rings

9 CsR5+H 
 CsR5•+H2 5.06×107 1.93 12.96 [23]
-9 CsR5•+H2→ CsR5+H 1.28×106 1.93 62.34 c
10 CsR5•+H→ CsR5 6.08×1012 0.27 0.280 [23]
11 CsR5+H 
 CsR5H• 8.41×108 1.490 0.992 [23]

-11 CsR5H•→ CsR5+H 3.81×1011 0.49 59.05 c
S1: Free-edge ring growth

12 C •s +C2H2→ CsC2H •
2 1.10×107 1.61 3.896 [11]

S2: Armchair ring growth
13 C •s +C2H2→ Cs−H+H 8.00×107 1.56 3.8 [4]

S3: Free-edge ring desorption
14 CsR6•+2H→ C •s + 2C2H2 1.30×1011 1.08 70.40 [23]

S4: 6- to 5-member ring conversion at armchair
15 CsR6•+H→ CsR5+C2H2 1.30×1011 1.08 70.40 k16 = k15

S5: 5-member ring addition to zig-zag
16 C •s +C2H2→ CsR5+H 6.80×1011 22.02 [22]

S6: 5-member ring desorption
17 CsR5•→ CsC2H• 1.60×1014 42.42 [22]

S8: 5- to 6-member ring conversion at armchair
18 CsR5H•→ CsR6+H 1.34×1012 0 k∞ (2000 K), [23]

S9 and S10: Free-edge oxidation
19 CsR6•+O2→ CsC2H+HCO+CO 2.10×1012 7.47 [53]
20 CsR6+OH→ CsC2H+CH2CO+H 1.30×1013 10.6 [53]

S11 and S12: Armchair oxidation
21 CsR6•+O2→ C •s +2CO 2.10×1012 7.47 k22 = k20
22 CsR6+OH→ C•s +CH2CO 1.30×1013 10.6 k23 = k21

S13: Benzene addition
23 C •s +C6H6 
 CsC6H5 +H 2.22×1083 −20.79 46.89 [36]

S14: 5-member ring migration
24 CsR5H•→ CsR5+H 1.34×1012 0 k25 = k19

S15: 6-member bay closure
25 C •s → CsR

•
6 1.11×1011 0.658 23.99 [33]

S16: 5-member bay closure
26 C •s → CsR5H 3.86×1011 0.21 17.7 [49]
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k = AT n exp(−E/RT )a

No. Reactionsb A n E References
S17: Embedded 5-member ring migration

27 CsR5R6•→ CsR6R5• 4.96×1011 0.755 50 [49]
S18: 6-member ring desorption at bay

28 CsR6•→ Cs(C2H)C2H2
• 2.30×109 1.603 61.85 [34]

S20 and S21: Zig-zag oxidation
29 CsR6•+O2→ C •s +products 2.10×1012 7.47 k30 = k20
30 CsR6+OH→ C•s +products 1.30×1013 10.6 k31 = k21

S22: Capping of embedded 5-member ring
31 C •s +C2H2→ CsR6+H 1.00×1010 0.955 10.6 [61]

aThe units are mole, centimetre, second, and kilocalorie.
bReactions with the sign “
” are reversible and those with “→” are irreversible.
cThe reverse rate coefficients were calculated via equilibrium constants.

Table S2: Kinetic Monte Carlo jump processes

Process [Ref.] Parent site
S1 Free-edge ring growth [11] Free-edge (FE)

Jump Process: Rate:
2C2H2

(-2H) k12

(
k1[H]+k8[OH]

k−1a[H2]+k6[H]+k−8[H2O]+k12[C2H2]

)
[C2H2][CFE]

S2 Armchair ring growth [11] Armchair (AC)

Jump Process: Rate:
C2H2

(-2H) 2k13

(
k1[H]+k8[OH]

k−1a[H2]+k6[H]+k−8[H2O]+k13[C2H2]

)
[C2H2][CAC]

S3 Free-edge ring desorption [11] Free-edge with two adjacent free-edges (FE3)

Jump Process: Rate:

2H
(-2C2H2) k14

(
k1[H]+k8[OH]

k−1a[H2]+k6[H]+k−8[H2O]+k14

)
[CFE3]

S4 6- to 5-member ring conversion at armchair [11] Armchair next to FE3 (ACFE3)

Jump Process: Rate:

(-C2H2) k15

(
k1[H]+k8[OH]

k−1a[H2]+k6[H]+k−8[H2O]+k15

)
[CACFE3 ]
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Process [Ref.] Parent site
S5 5-member ring addition [11] Zig-zag (ZZ)

Jump Process: Rate:
C2H2

(-2H) k16

(
k1[H]+k8[OH]

k−1a[H2]+k6[H]+k−8[H2O]+k16[C2H2]

)
[C2H2][CZZ]

S6 5-member ring desorption [11] 5-member ring (R5)

Jump Process: Rate:

2H
(-C2H2) k17

(
k9[H]+k8[OH]

k−9[H2]+k10[H]+k−8[H2O]+k17

)
[CR5]

S7 5- to 6-member ring conversion at free edge [11] 5-member ring next to free-edge (RFE)

Jump Process: Rate:
C2H2

k12

(
k11[H]

k−11+k12 f [C2H2]

)
f [C2H2][CRFE],

where f =
(

k1[H]+k8[OH]
k−1a[H2]+k6[H]+k−8[H2O]+k12[C2H2]

)
S8 5- to 6-member ring conversion at armchair [11] 5-member ring next to armchair (RAC)

Jump Process: Rate:

k18

(
k11[H]+k8[OH]

k−11+k−8[H2O]+k18

)
[CRAC]

S9 Free-edge oxidation by O2 [11] Free-edge with two adjacent free-edges (FE3)

Jump Process: Rate:
O2, O

(-HCO, -CO, -HCCO) k19

(
k1[H]+k8[OH]

k−1a[H2]+k6[H]+k−8[H2O]+k19[O2]

)
[O2][CFE3]

S10 Free-edge oxidation by OH [11] Free-edge with two adjacent free-edges (FE3)

Jump Process: Rate:

OH, O
(-CH2CO, -HCCO) k20[OH][CFE3]

S11 Armchair oxidation by O2 [11] Free-edge with two adjacent non-free-edges (FEHACA)

Jump Process: Rate:
O2

(-2CO) k21

(
k1[H]+k8[OH]

k−1a[H2]+k6[H]+k−8[H2O]+k21[O2]

)
[O2][CFEHACA ]
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Process [Ref.] Parent site
S12 Armchair oxidation by OH [11] Free-edge with two adjacent non-free-edges (FEHACA)

Jump Process: Rate:

OH, H
(-CH2CO) k22[OH][CFEHACA ]

S13 Benzene addition [33] All site types

Jump Process: Rate:

C6H6

(-H2) k23

(
k1[H]+k8[OH]

k−1a[H2]+k6[H]+k−8[H2O]+k23[C6H6]

)
[C6H6][Cs]

S14 5-member ring migration [33] 5-member ring next to zig-zag (RZZ)

Jump Process: Rate:

k24

(
k11[H]+k8[OH]

k−11+k−8[H2O]+k24

)
[CRZZ]

S15 6-member bay closure [33] 6-member bay (BY6)

Jump Process: Rate:

(-H2) 2k25

(
k2[H]+k8[OH]

k−2[H2]+k6[H]+k−8[H2O]+k25

)
[CBY6]

S16 5-member bay closure [33] 5-member bay (BY5)

Jump Process: Rate:

(-H2) 2k26

(
k3[H]+k8[OH]

k−1a[H2]+k6[H]+k−8[H2O]+k26

)
[CBY5]

S17 Embedded 5-member ring migration [33] Embedded 5-member ring (eR5)

Jump Process: Rate:

k27

(
k4[H]+k8[OH]

k−1a[H2]+k6[H]+k−8[H2O]+k27

)
[CeR5]

S18 6-member ring desorption at bay [34] BY5 next to FE3 (BY5FE3)

Jump Process: Rate:

(-C2H2) k28

(
k5[H]+k8[OH]

k−1a[H2]+k6[H]+k−8[H2O]+k28

)
[CBY5FE3 ]
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Process [Ref.] Parent site
S19 6-member ring rearrangement at bay [34] BY5 next to FE3 (BY5FE3)

Jump Process: Rate:

(-H2)
[
k28

(
k5[H]+k8[OH]

k−1a[H2]+k6[H]+k−8[H2O]+k28

)
+

k7

(
k3[H]+k8[OH]

k−1a[H2]+k6[H]+k−8[H2O]+k7

)]
[CBY5FE3 ]

S20 Zig-zag oxidation by O2 [60] Two adjacent free-edges (FE2)

Jump Process: Rate:
O2

(-products) k29

(
k1[H]+k8[OH]

k−1a[H2]+k6[H]+k−8[H2O]+k29[O2]

)
[O2][CFE2]

S21 Zig-zag oxidation by OH [60] Two adjacent free-edges (FE2)

Jump Process: Rate:

OH
(-products) k30[OH][CFE2]

S22 Capping of embedded 5-member ring Embedded 5-member ring (eR5)

Jump Process: Rate:

C2H2

(-H) k31

(
k1[H]

k−1b[H2]+k6[H]+k31[C2H2]

)
[C2H2][CeR5]
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